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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Technology giant Google has confirmed that it will not introduce alternate identifiers to track users online once it
phases out third-party cookies, opting to use "privacy-preserving" solutions for digital advertising.

With consumers' privacy expectations evolving and regulatory scrutiny increasing, Google and other technology
companies have been moving away third-party cookies, which gather cross-site information from internet users.
While some in the industry, including Apple, are replacing cookies with alternative identifiers, Google is taking a
different approach.

"We're making explicit that once third-party cookies are phased out, we will not build alternate identifiers to track
individuals as they browse across the web, nor will we use them in our products," said David Temkin, director of
product management, ads privacy and trust at Google, in a blog post announcing the decision.

"People shouldn't have to accept being tracked across the web in order to get the benefits of relevant advertising," he
said. "And advertisers don't need to track individual consumers across the web to get the performance benefits of
digital advertising."

Promoting privacy
Currently, many digital advertisers rely on third-party cookies. These track users across sites to better help
advertisers understand user behavior, allowing brands to improve user experiences and audience targeting.

In early 2020, Google announced it will eliminate third-party cookies on its Chrome browser, improving privacy and
security for consumers but endangering the business models and targeting abilities of brands, retailers, marketers,
publishers and ad-tech vendors. The phase out is expected to be completed in the next year or so (see story).
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This will make it more challenging for marketers to target users and personalize advertising.

In a similar move, a forthcoming Apple iOS14 update grants users the ability to block identifiers for advertisers
(IDFA) and opt-out of targeting or tracking. Apple also announced a replacement API, SKAdNetwork, that will allow
for conversion data to be passed back at the campaign level (see story).

Google, however, will not use a new method to track user identities at the individual level.

"Keeping the internet open and accessible for everyone requires all of us to do more to protect privacy and that
means an end to not only third-party cookies, but also any technology used for tracking individual people as they
browse the web," Mr. Temkin said.

Instead, Google is piloting the FLoC API, which groups individual users based on common interests. The company
believes this will protect user anonymity while still allowing advertisers to reach relevant audiences.

Google expects to begin testing FLoC-based cohorts with advertisers in the second quarter.

First-party data
Going forward, Google will still use first-party data on its own platforms, including YouTube. The company is also
encouraging brands to build stronger relationships directly with consumers to improve their own first-party data.

Owning the data is one solution to these privacy-inspired changes, but this may not align with brands and marketers
seeking to stay nimble and strategic. First-party data collection carries with it contractual obligations in meeting
service level agreements and additional hurdles related to cost and quality (see story).

This information is gleaned from the behaviors or actions of consumers, site visitors or social media followers
through owned sites, apps, emails, surveys or more. First-party data is often more time-consuming to evaluate since
it tends to be siloed across organizations (see story).

"Developing strong relationships with customers has always been critical for brands to build a successful business,
and this becomes even more vital in a privacy-first world," Google's Mr. Temkin said.
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